
Latent Semantic Indexing is an Optimal Special Case ofMultidimensional ScalingBrian T. Bartell Garrison W. Cottrell Richard K. BelewDepartment of Computer Science & Engineering-0114University of California, San DiegoLa Jolla, California 92093-0114AbstractLatent Semantic Indexing (LSI) is a technique for rep-resenting documents, queries, and terms as vectors ina multidimensional real-valued space. The represen-tations are approximations to the original term spaceencoding, and are found using the matrix technique ofSingular Value Decomposition. In comparison, Mul-tidimensional Scaling (MDS) is a class of data analy-sis techniques for representing data points as points ina multidimensional real-valued space. The objects arerepresented so that inter-point similarities in the spacematch inter-object similarity information provided bythe researcher. We illustrate how the document repre-sentations given by LSI are equivalent to the optimalrepresentations found when solving a particular MDSproblem in which the given inter-object similarity in-formation is provided by the inner product similaritiesbetween the documents themselves. We further ana-lyze a more general MDS problem in which the inter-document similarity information, although still in innerproduct form, is arbitrary with respect to the vectorspace encoding of the documents.1 IntroductionThere is currently a great deal of interest in automaticdocument indexing schemes which are not based simplyon the matching of keywords in the documents. Thisis partly motivated by the observation [5] that individ-ual keywords are not adequate discriminators of seman-

tic content. Rather, the indexing relationship betweenword and document content is many-to-many: A num-ber of concepts can be indexed by a single term, and anumber of terms can index a single concept. When re-trieval is based solely on the matching of terms betweenthe query and documents, performance su�ers as somerelevant documents are missed (they are not indexedby the keywords used in the query, but by synonyms)and some irrelevant documents are retrieved (they areindexed by unintended senses of the keywords in thequery).Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [2] is a particularapproach aimed at addressing these limitations. Thistechnique maps each document from a vector space rep-resentation based on keyword frequency [8], to a vectorin a lower dimensional space. Terms are also mappedto vectors in the reduced space. The claim is that thesimilarity between vectors in the reduced space, for ex-ample using the cosine similarity measure, may be abetter retrieval indicator than similarity measured inthe original term space. This is primarily because, inthe reduced space, two related documents may be rep-resented similarly even though they do not share anykeywords. This may occur, for example, if the keywordsused in each of the documents co-occur frequently inother documents.Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) techniques havealso received attention in the information retrieval lit-erature. Most generally, MDS is a class of algorithmsfor analyzing inter-object similarity information. Givensome measure of the similarity between pairs of objectsin a domain, MDS represents the objects as points in amultidimensional real-valued space, such that the inter-point distances correspond well with the imposed simi-larity information. In the work of Everett and Pecotich[4], for example, MDS is used to visualize the interre-lationships among journals by using citation frequencyas a measure of journal \similarity".The main goal of this paper is to illustrate the com-monality between these two techniques. We present a



formal equivalence between the document representa-tions found using Latent Semantic Indexing and theoptimal representations found when solving a particu-lar Multidimensional Scaling problem. This equivalenceshows that the LSI document representations are opti-mal with respect to this MDS problem. This analysisis useful because� it o�ers insights into both the strengths and weak-nesses of Latent Semantic Indexing;� it integrates LSI into the extensive literature onMDS; and� it suggests directions for expansion of the tech-nique.Section 2 and section 3 outline the basic techniqueswhich we will compare: Latent Semantic Indexing andMultidimensional Scaling. Section 4 presents the resultthat representations found by the two techniques areequivalent, and section 5 discusses a more general scal-ing formulation. Section 6 addresses the value of thisanalysis, and points to directions for future research.2 Latent Semantic Indexing andthe SVDLatent Semantic Indexing begins with a vector spacerepresentation of documents [8], and attempts to im-prove retrieval performance by re-representing bothdocuments and terms in a new vector space with smallerdimension. We will emphasize the re-representation ofdocuments here, although corresponding arguments canbe made for terms as well. According to Deerwester, et.al. [2], this reduced document representation has theadvantages that� the dimensions in the space are uncorrelated (i.e.they are orthogonal),� the representations are less noisy, and� the representations incorporate higher-order (la-tent) association structure among terms and doc-uments.These properties are a result of the technique usedto re-represent the documents in the lower dimensionalspace. This technique is Singular Value Decomposition(SVD). We take care here to de�ne certain properties ofthe SVD, as they will be useful in the remainder of thepaper. SVD is a technique for uniquely1 decomposing1Unique up to certain trivial re-arrangements of columns, andsub-space rotations in the case of duplicated singular values.

an arbitrary matrixX as the product of three matrices:X = ULAT (1)(AT denotes the transpose of A). The three matriceshave a special restricted form. U and A are both col-umn orthonormal; that is, the columns are orthogonal(i.e. the inner product of two di�erent columns is 0)and are unit length. Thus, UTU = I, where I is theidentity matrix, andUUT = P, where P is a projectionmatrix on to the space spanned by the columns of X. Lis a diagonal matrix of singular values: all o�-diagonalelements are zero; all diagonal elements (the singularvalues) are non-negative real values, typically orderedin decreasing value. When X has t rows and d columns(denoted t � d) and is rank r, then we allow U to bet � r, A to be d � r, and L to be r � r with no zerosingular values.A useful property of SVD is that it provides the bestlower rank approximation of a matrixX in terms of theEuclidean matrix norm (or Frobenius norm, calculatedby taking the square root of the sum of all squaredentries of a matrix) [9]. More precisely, let Uk be thet � k (k � r) matrix found by removing r � k columnsfromU. The k columns remaining in Uk correspond tothe largest singular values in L (similar versions of LkandAk can be de�ned). Then X̂ = UkLkATk minimizeskX̂ �XkF over all rank-k X̂, where k � kF denotes theFrobenius norm.Returning now to the topic of Latent Semantic In-dexing, LSI uses SVD to derive the reduced dimen-sion representation of the documents. If X (t � d) isa matrix of d documents represented using t terms, andX = ULAT is the singular value decomposition of X,then row i of AkLk gives the representation of docu-ment i in k-space. These re-representations of the docu-ments are used in place of the original t-space represen-tations when making similarity judgments. If queriesare represented as vectors in the original term space,then queries can also be mapped into this new k dimen-sional document space. Let the query be encoded as arow vector q in <t. Then the query in k-space wouldbe qUk. Thus, the similarity of each document to aquery q is found by measuring the similarity betweenrows of AkLk and the vector qUk. The similarity canbe measured using, for example, the cosine measure, aswas done in the original work [2].3 Multidimensional ScalingMultidimensional Scaling (MDS) [1] is a general classof data analysis, data reduction, and modeling tech-niques. MDS is used to �nd representations in <k ofobjects, such that the similarities between the objects



in the k-space correspond to known inter-object similar-ity information. The similarity information can comefrom a variety of sources: in psychology, MDS is oftenused to model human judgments concerning the simi-larity between pairs of concepts; in data reduction, thesimilarity information can be derived directly from thedata, and MDS is used to �nd a lower dimension rep-resentation which best preserves that structure.In applying MDS in a particular domain, the re-searcher must specify a number of \free variables" inthe technique. For example, the similarity functionover <k must be speci�ed. This can be the simple in-ner product metric or euclidean distance metric2, oran asymmetric or parameterized measure, dependingon the requirements on the model. Furthermore, thesimilarity information can be metric (indicating the ex-act target similarities for the con�guration of points),or non-metric (indicating only the relative ordering ofinter-object similarities [7]). Related to the type of sim-ilarity information is the choice of �tness measure usedto evaluate how well a particular con�guration of pointscorresponds to the similarity information. Also, themapping from an object to a point in <k may be ar-bitrary or functionally constrained. When functionallyconstrained, MDS �nds a mapping (out of a restrictedset of mappings) from object to point. For example,one might constrain the problem so as to only allowlinear re-combinations of the original data points in de-termining the reduced representations.As an example of MDS, consider a data matrix X(t � d) of d observations on t variables. The goal maybe to represent the observations as points in <k, k � t,such that the euclidean distances between the pointsbest matches the original euclidean distances in <t, interms of least sum-of-squares error. This is a form ofdimensionality reduction. We de�ne the con�gurationerror (measuring the disagreement between the similar-ity structure in <k and the structure in <t) asEX(f) = dXi=1 dXj=1[�k(f(xi); f(xj)) � �t(xi;xj)]2 (2)where �n() is the euclidean distance metric in <n, xi isthe i'th column of X, and f() maps observations rep-resented in <t to points in <k. MDS attempts to �ndan f (which speci�es the con�guration of points in <k)which minimizes EX(f).4 EquivalenceWe now demonstrate that the document representa-tions found using Latent Semantic Indexing are equiv-2We are suppressing the issue of transforming \similarities"into \distances", and vice-versa.

alent to the optimal representations for a Multidimen-sional Scaling problem in which the similarity informa-tion is derived from the data using the inner productsimilarity measure. We proceed by deriving the opti-mal solution to the MDS problem. This solution is wellknown in the Multidimensional Scaling literature (e.g.,[10]). We then demonstrate its correspondence withLatent Semantic Indexing.4.1 Scaling of Data-Derived InnerProduct SimilaritiesLet X(t � d) be a matrix of d objects represented in<t. The similarity si;j between a pair of objects i, j(represented by columns xi and xj of X) using the in-ner product similarity measure is then si;j = xTi xj =Ptk=1 xk;ixk;j. The matrix S(d�d) of all pairwise sim-ilarities is given by S = XTX.Assume we are trying to solve a MultidimensionalScaling problem in which X is our set of observations,and S = XTX is a matrix of desired inter-observationsimilarity information. The problem is to �nd a map-ping from X to a representation of the observations ina reduced space <k, such that the inner product sim-ilarities between vectors in this space best match theentries in S.First consider only the optimal <k representation ofthe objects, ignoring the mapping from input represen-tation to <k. Let the matrix H (k � d) be a candidateoptimal representation; i.e., the columns ofH are d ob-ject vectors in <k. To solve the representation problem,we seek the Ĥ which minimizesE(H) = kHTH� Sk2F (3)where k � k2F is the squared Frobenius norm. This prob-lem permits a simple analytic solution. We �rst notethat the SVD of S = XTX is AL2AT . This followsdirectly from X having SVD ULAT and from gen-eral uniqueness properties of SVD. Furthermore, thebest rank-k approximation of S in Frobenius norm isŜ = AkL2kATk , as was stated in section 2. Observe thatŜ can be trivially factored as Ŝ = (LkATk )T (LkATk ).Thus, representing the data X as Ĥ = LkATk shouldprovide an optimal k-space preservation of S.We now return to the problem of �nding the bestmapping from the data to this optimal representation.If we assume the mapping is linear, we need only solvethe least squares problemWX = Ĥ = LkATk (4)where W is a (k � t) matrix mapping X to the opti-mal k-space representations. One solution is Ŵ = UTk .



The matrix of inner product similarities for the datarepresented in k-space is given by (ŴX)TŴX,(ŴX)TŴX = (UTkX)T (UTkX)= ALUTUkUTkULAT= AL2kAT= Ŝ (5)As Ŝ is known to be the best rank-k approximation ofS, we �nd that this linear mapping is optimal.Thus, SVD tells us how to decompose the symmetricsimilarity matrix S into the product of the transpose ofa real matrix and itself. This is a well known procedurein the scaling of inner product similarities [6, p. 209][1, pp. 270{291]. In the current special case, with Srestricted to XTX, we get a particularly simple linearrelationship between the original data and its optimalre-representation in k dimensions.4.2 Latent Semantic Indexing PerformsOptimal ScalingWe have seen how to best re-represent a set of vectors Xin a lower dimensional space such that the original in-ner product similarities are best preserved by the innerproduct similarities in the new space. In the context ofInformation Retrieval, we can let X be a matrix of ddocuments represented over t terms. Then, a reducedrepresentation of the documents which best preservesthe original inner product similarities is H = UTkX.However, this is the equivalent document representa-tion we would get if we performed Latent Semantic In-dexing on these documents (as was presented in sec-tion 2). Thus, the optimal representation given by theMultidimensional Scaling problem is equivalent to therepresentation given by LSI.This demonstrates that the document representa-tions found using LSI are optimal with respect to thisparticular scaling problem. That is, the inner productsimilarities between the documents in the original spaceare optimally preserved by the inner products betweencorresponding vectors in the reduced space. However,this is a special kind of optimality. If we are to de-light in this result, we must trust that inner productsimilarities in the original t-space are actually the rightquantities to preserve in order to achieve good perfor-mance on novel queries. In the case that inner prod-uct in <t is a good measure of document relatedness,this analysis supports that this measure has been op-timally preserved. This further suggests that the innerproduct measure might be most appropriate in the re-duced space, rather than some other measure. On theother hand, if relatedness is not well predicted by in-ner products in the t-space, this analysis suggests that

the reduced representations will reect this. Of course,a similarity measure other than inner product can beused in the reduced space in this case, and our anal-ysis cannot predict the performance for an arbitrarysimilarity measure. More speci�cally, the equivalenceillustrated here is only known to hold for inner prod-uct similarities; other measures are not known by theauthors to be optimally preserved by the reduction.We will examine these issues in more detail later (seethe Discussion, section 6.1). In the next section, we willpursue an alternative implication of this equivalence re-sult. Our approach is to generalize Latent SemanticIndexing using this link to Multidimensional Scaling.This generalization will allow for more arbitrary simi-larity information than the simple inner products be-tween the t-space document representations.5 Scaling of Arbitrary InnerProduct SimilaritiesThe previous section described an exact analytic solu-tion for a very special case of MDS, in which the in-ner product similarity information S is derived directlyfrom the data as S = XTX. We now look at a more gen-eral case, in which S represents arbitrary inner productsimilarity information. That is, we assume S = BTBfor some real B not necessarily related to X.3We consider this to be an interesting generaliza-tion of the previous restricted case. Whereas beforethe desired similarity information was derived triviallyfrom the data, the current generalization allows othersources of similarity information to be modeled in there-representation of documents. Sources might includeco-citation information or relevance feedback. We willreturn to the idea of alternative sources of informationin the discussion (section 6).The problem is to �nd the best linear mapping Wfrom the d vectors in <t given by X, to d new vectorsin <k given by H = WX, such that S is preservedin Frobenius norm. Let Ŝ = HTH = (WX)T (WX).The MDS problem is to �nd Ŵ which minimizes thecon�guration errorE(W) = kŜ� Sk2F (6)In section 4.1, a similar problem was solved by usingSingular Value Decomposition to �nd a matrixG whichfactors S into S = GTG. The k largest singular vectorsofG provided the optimal representation of the data ink-space to preserve S. FindingW such thatWX = Gkin this special case was particularly easy.3Borg & Lingoes [1, pp. 292{295] discuss the necessary condi-tions (i.e. positive semi-de�niteness) for an arbitrary symmetricmatrix to be decomposed as BTB, for real B.



Unfortunately, this procedure does not provide anoptimal solution to the current more general problem.AlthoughGk is the best possible k-space representationto preserve an arbitrary S, the least squares problemWX = Gk may not be perfectly solvable. That is,there may be no linear mapping (W) from the originaldata (X) to their optimal k-space representation (Gk).This will be the case when the row space of Gk is notentirely a subspace of the row space of X.One option is to �nd the best least squares solutionto WX = Gk. However, there may actually exist bet-ter minima to equation (6) than this! In particular, ifr is the rank of G, there may be a better minimumto equation (6) if the row space of the r � k smallestsingular vectors of G intersects the row space of X.In this case, the eigenvectors which correspond to thesmaller eigenvalues have information which correlateswith the target similarity information. As an example,consider an extreme case: the row spaces of Gk andX are orthogonal, but the row spaces of Gr�k and Xare identical (here, Gr�k denotes the (r� k)�d matrixconstructed from the r�k smallest singular vectors andvalues of G). In this case, the least squares solution toWX = Gk is Ŵ = 0. However, there is an exact solu-tion to WX = Gr�k which provides a better solutionto (6).Solving this MDS problem therefore requires an alter-nate approach. Consider again the con�guration error,E(W):E(W) = kŜ� Sk2F= Trf(Ŝ� S)(Ŝ� S)Tg= Trf(WX)TWX(WX)TWX�2S(WX)TWX + SSg (7)where TrfMg denotes the sum of the diagonal en-tries of M, and TrfMMT g is equivalent by de�nitionto the squared Frobenius norm kMk2F . Calculating@E(W)=@W and setting this partial to 0, we �nd thatany minimum Ŵ of E(W) must satisfyWX(WX)TWXXT =WXSXT (8)We prove in the appendix that one class of solutionsto equation (8) is of the formŴ = RMTkCX+ (9)Here, C is any real matrix such that CTC = S. X+is the pseudo-inverse of X. R is any full-rank k � krotation matrix (i.e. RTR = I). Mk requires a morelengthy speci�cation: let Px = AAT be a projectionmatrix on to the row space of X (recall, the SVD ofX = ULAT ). Then Mk is provided by the Singu-lar Value Decomposition of CPx =M�NT (where M

and N are column orthonormal, and � is a diagonalmatrix of singular values). Note that M is a rotationmatrix (it has orthonormal columns), and Mk is a ro-tation on to a rank-k subspace. Although equation (9)speci�es a class of solutions, a particular solution caneasily be chosen by letting R = I and C = G, where Gis the matrix described above found by Singular ValueDecomposition of S.The solution Ŵ = MTkGX+ is a local minimum ofthe con�guration error (equation 6), but it is unknownwhether this solution is necessarily globally optimal.That is, there may be other solutions to the equalityin equation (8) which result in a lower con�gurationerror. Towards this concern, we have performed exper-iments in which E(W) in (6) is minimized using numer-ical techniques (conjugate gradient) for random matri-ces S and X. No cases have been found having a betterlinear solution than that given by Ŵ = RMTkCX+(where a speci�c solution is instantiated from this setof solutions in the manner described in section 5). Thisprovides some evidence that the proposed solution isglobally optimal in many cases.It should be emphasized that �nding the best lin-ear mapping from data to k-space representationplaces a strong constraint on the quality of the re-representation. That is, the re-representation of thedata by Ĥ = ŴX, where Ŵ =MTkGX+, is not gener-ally equivalent toGk, the k-space representations whichbest preserve S. This is why we could not simply solvethe least squares problem WX = Gk. Thus, it oftenwill be possible to �nd some other function f whichmaps data objects to k-space representations such thatthe re-representations are closer to the optimal ones(the columns of Gk). For example, let (Gk)i denotethe i'th column of Gk. It may be possible to �nd an fsuch that f(xi) = (Gk)i for all data objects i. If there isno linear solution such thatWX = Gk, then this non-linear function f would provide representations whichpreserve the inner product similarity structure betterthan the best linear solution.6 DiscussionSection 4 demonstrated the equivalence between rep-resentations found with LSI and those which optimizea particular MDS problem. This correspondence wasgeneralized in section 5 to permit alternate sources ofsimilarity information other than inner products of theoriginal document vectors. We now discuss some impli-cations of these results.



6.1 Implications for Latent SemanticIndexingThis analysis is intended to have a complementary re-lationship with previous work on Latent Semantic In-dexing. Speci�cally, previous work [2] has illustratedbene�cial properties of the technique (such as reduc-tion of noise, orthogonalization of the vector space, andincorporation of associational relationships in the repre-sentation), and the equivalence with MultidimensionalScaling does not detract from these results. Rather, thecurrent analysis adds new terminology and an alterna-tive perspective to the discussion.We have found that Latent Semantic Indexing �ndsan optimal representation of documents with respect toa particular Multidimensional Scaling problem. Thisoptimality illustrates both strengths and weaknesses ofthe technique, and suggests directions for enhancementof the method.One major insight, given by this analysis, is the im-portance of the inner product similarities in the originalterm space. When these similarities are a good, thoughperhaps noisy, estimate of the relatedness between doc-uments, the LSI reduction should yield good results. Inthis case, our analysis suggests that inner product is awell motivated metric to use in the reduced space.The analysis further suggests that certain termweightings in the original term space (which is permit-ted in LSI [2]) should improve the performance of thetechnique. That is, weighting the elements of the vec-tor representation, to incorporate the frequency of eachterm throughout the documents for example, may im-prove the retrieval performance using the inner productmeasure. Essentially, these modi�cations yield a newdocument matrix �X with its own similarity structure�S = �XT �X based on inner products. When �S is a bet-ter measure of relatedness than S, we may anticipatethat LSI will perform better when operating on �X thanon X. Dumais' empirical study of LSI using variousterm weightings seems to agree with this suggestion [3]:Term weightings which tend to improve inner productretrieval in the original term space also tend to improveretrieval performance in the reduced space.In past applications of Latent Semantic Indexing,similarity in the reduced space has been measured bythe cosine measure rather than by inner product. Ourresult does not appear to generalize when cosine is used:We have not shown that cosines in the original termspace are preserved in terms of cosines in the reducedspace. We certainly have not shown that cosine is aninappropriate measure. Rather, we have shown that in-ner product is perhaps a more natural measure, whenit is desirable to preserve the inner products from theoriginal space. Furthermore, it is possible to preserve

cosine similarities in the original space in terms of in-ner products in the reduced space. This is achievedby length-normalizing the documents �rst in the termspace (resulting in a new document matrix �X). Sincecosines and inner products are identical with unit lengthvectors, cosines are preserved as inner products by LSI.Just as our analysis did not generalize to prove thatcosine similarities are best preserved by cosines in thereduced space, we also cannot comment on the e�ective-ness of other similarity measures in the reduced space.The analysis does not preclude their use, and empiricalwork may demonstrate other measures to be more use-ful. Rather, the analysis indicates that these alternatemeasures will be applied to a reduced representationwhich has much in common with the original space, interms of their inner product similarity structures.6.2 Directions for Future WorkIn terms of applications to Information Retrieval, ourgeneralization of the scaling problem to more arbitrarysimilarity matrices begs the question: where will thissimilarity information come from? That is, we allowfor similarity information which is not derived directlyfrom the inner products between the original docu-ments. What are some possible sources for this sim-ilarity information?It may be possible to start with similarities given bythe inner products between documents as an initial es-timate, but then to modify the scores with any availableinformation. Sources might include, for example, docu-ment co-citations and relevance feedback from users ofthe system. We have not yet performed empirical stud-ies in this direction. It is certainly a provocative coursefor future study.A technical concern for future study is whether Ŵ,given by equation (9), provides the optimal linear so-lution for the general MDS problem. Our analysis hasprovided one class of solutions, but others may existwhich both satisfy equation (8) and which result in alower con�guration error. Although experiments havebeen performed indicating that our solution is robustfor a set of random matrices (as discussed previously),further analysis is nevertheless required.7 ConclusionWe have demonstrated that the document representa-tions found by Latent Semantic Indexing are equiva-lent to the representations found in solving a very re-stricted Multidimensional Scaling problem, in which thetarget similarity information is simply the inner prod-ucts between documents. In this sense, LSI is calcu-lating an optimal scaling solution. The analysis is ex-
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[9] Gilbert W. Stewart. Introduction to Matrix Com-putations. Academic Press, 1973.[10] W. S. Torgerson. Theory and Methods of Scaling.New York: John Wiley, 1958.A Details of SolutionThe proof that Ŵ = RMTkCX+ is a solution to equa-tion (8) is straight forward. Consider �rst the left sideof (8):(WX)(WX)T (WX)XT= (RMTkCPx)(PxCTMkRT )(RMTkCPx)XT= RMTkM�NTCTMkMTkM�NTXT= R�kNTCTMk�kNTXT (10)These derivations make use of the facts that XX+ =Px, PxPx = Px, RTR = I, and CPx = M�NT byde�nition.Now consider the right side of equation (8):WXSXT = RMTkCPxCTCXT= RMTkM�NTCTCXT= R�kNTCTCPxXT= R�kNTCTM�NTXT= R�kNTCT (Mk;t�r +Mr�k;t�r)�NTXT(11)where Mk;t�r denotes the matrixM retaining the �rstk orthonormal columns, but with the other columnszero. Mr�k;t�r similarly denotes the matrixM retain-ing the last r�k orthonormal columns, but with the �rstk columns zero. Obviously, M = Mk;t�r +Mr�k;t�r.The derivation in (11) makes use of XT = PxXT .Comparing the �nal expressions derived in equations(10) and (11), we see that to verify the equality inequation (8) for Ŵ = RMTkCX+, we need only showthat R�kNTCTMr�k;t�r�NTXT = 0. Noting thatNTCT = �MT ,R�kNTCTMr�k;t�r�NTXT= R�k�kMTkMr�k;t�r�NTXT= 0 (12)since MTkMr�k;t�r = 0. Thus, Ŵ = RMTkCX+ isindeed a solution.


